
July : Classification month!  
July 15 was the closing date for submis-
sions to both the Australian Law Reform  
Commission’s Review of the Australian 
Classification Scheme, and the Federal 
Minister for Home Affairs’ consultation 
on his proposals for a separate system 
for classifying computer games.  On July 
22, ACCM’s President Prof Elizabeth  
Handsley and CEO Barbara Biggins 
met with the ALRC President Rosalind  
Croucher and the Inquiry Chairman Prof 
Terry Flew to discuss classification issues. 
 
ACCM’s major arguments to the ALRC 
Review were that the classification system 
must be evidence-based, indepently (not 
industry) constructed and applied, and  
applied to all media as far as possible con-
sistent with other aims. With regard to the 
existing framework, ACCM thought that 
these key elements are worth having:

The existing principles on which the 
NCS is based: adult freedom; chil-
dren’s protection; protection for all 
from inadvertent exposure to offen-
sive material; community concerns 
about violence, sexual violence, de-
meaning depictions
National approaches to the classifi-
cation of films, computer games and 
publications
Independent and consistent applica-
tion of the classification criteria by a 
well trained government agency
A review process accessible by all

And that these elements are not:
Too many categories centred around 
the age of 15 years
Classification categories and criteria 
that are not evidence –based
Over-reliance on context and impact 
to determine classification category
Self regulation of TV and other me-
dia content
Little effective regulation of internet, 
mobile phone content
Different time zones for the same 
classifications across free to air and 
digital channels
Lack of funding put into public edu-
cation about the worth and meaning 
of the classification scheme

ACCM recommended a total overhaul of  
existing categories, as they need to be  
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based on appropriateness for age levels 
that represent accepted developmental 
milestones.

ACCM said the following categories would 
provide more useful advice to parents:

G = suits all, including young  
children
G8+  = mild impact appropriate for 
8 and over
G13+  = moderate impact appropri-
ate for 13 and over
MA16+ = strong impact legally  
restricted to those 16 and over
R18+ = high impact legally  
restricted those 18 and over 

ACCMs full submission can be read at: 
ht tp: / /www.chi ldrenandmedia .org.
a u / p u b l i c a t i o n s / s u b m i s s i o n s . h t m 
 

In response to the publicly released R18+ 
proposals,  ACCM strongly supports the 
separation of games classification from the 
system for films. An acceptance of the dif-
ference in experience and impact between 
playing interactive games and watching 
a movie is reflected in overseas systems 
such as the European PEGI. ACCM had 
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argued at the 2001/2 review of classifi-
cation guidelines in Australia, that the  
systems should be kept separate.  The joint 
system since 2003 has meant a relaxation 
of the games guidelines,  and has directly 
lead to the outcry over recent years about 
the content of MA15+ games. 

However, ACCM opposed the proposed 
criteria for the MA15+ and new R18+ clas-
sifications.  We said,      

Having carefully reviewed this document 
we find there to be very little real change to 
the existing system. Many seemingly new 
inclusions are mere transfers from the exist-
ing preamble; new statements about inter-
active drug use seem superfluous at lower 
levels and are missing at R18+ level; the 
addition of a prohibition on “very” frequent 
strong and realistic violence at MA15+ level 
is hardly an effective improvement given 
that frequency always has been an element 
that could have been used to make a judge-
ment of high impact.  There is little to better 
protect children. 

 

ACCM still prefers South Austral-
ian Attorney General John Rau’s  
proposal to move all MA15+ games into 
the R18+ category.
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Australian Council on Children and the Media  
presents: 

Steve Biddulph
on 

Raising Girls 
Monday 26 September 2011 

7.15pm for 7.30 pm start 
Immanuel College Auditorium

32 Morphett Road, Novar Gardens SA 

Steve Biddulph’s work on boys has changed how we raise and educate 
boys. Here’s your chance to hear his new presentation!  Steve will talk about 
what parents, communities and the media need to do to create healthy lives 
for girls and young women.

We regret that no babies or children can be admitted
 

Tickets $27.50

Bookings can be made online at www.trybooking.com/ucf
 

For more information, go to www.childrenandmedia.org.au or contact 
admin@youngmedia.org.au or PH 08 8376 2111
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Book Review
Our guest reviewer is Kaye Mehta, Senior Lecturer in 
Nutrition and Dietetics, School of Medicine, Flinders 
University, South Australia

Globesity, food marketing & family lifestyles 

Stephen Kline
Palgrave Macmillan 2011.

This is a book worth reading. It examines a 
current controversy, food advertising to children 
as a contributory factor to childhood obesity, 
from a new angle, namely, risk in modern 
consumer society. Kline suggests that in market-
centred neoliberal society, food advertising 
communicates risk, by presenting a skewed 
impression of foods to children and persuading 
them to desire predominantly unhealthy foods. 

The main thrust of the book is an analysis of 
the ‘discursive politics’ of childhood obesity 
as a global phenomenon (globesity). Kline 
examines the processes and actions that have put 
this issue on the risk agenda. He describes the 
use of epidemiology as an advocacy science to 
communicate the risk of increasing prevalence 
of overweight among children. In spite of the 
limitations of epidemiological knowledge, he 
suggests that politically motivated advocates 
‘fed’ the information to the media to generate 
‘moral panic’ and force governments to consider 
policy response. In this way, he suggests that 
public health organisations became ‘moral 
entrepeneurs of child obesity’; in particular he 
cites the World Health Organisation’s campaign 
to promote awareness of child globesity as a 
public relations success. 

Kline provides a scholarly summary of the 
evidence on advertising effects on children, and 
joins with other credible reviews to conclude that 
TV advertising does indeed influence children’s 
food preferences and consumption behavior, and 
that age does not protect against these effects. 
Notwithstanding, he does introduce evidence 
of limited effects of advertising on children’s 
diets. He critically examines the debate about 
whether the modern child is a savvy consumer 
or a vulnerable child, using the ethical frames 

of ‘informed choice and consent’ 
in consumer decision-making. He 
concludes that as ‘consumers in 
the making’ young children are not 
fully cognizant of persuasive intent 
and all children are susceptible 
to persuasion, therefore, children 
warrant being treated as special 
cases, for their vulnerability to be 
acknowledged, and for them to be protected 
from the risks communicated by marketing. This 
is of course, consistent with the United Nations 
Conventions on the Rights of the Child. Therefore 
Kline supports states enacting precautionary 
policy to protect children.

He analyses the policy debates in US, UK and 
Canada, and identifies the sectional interests 
and their advocacy tactics. He frames the 
inability of states to override industry resistance 
to controls on marketing as being indicative of 
dominant neoliberal ideology, whereby markets 
are essentially protected and consumers have to 
fend for themselves. Consequently the success of 
the UK regulator (OfCom) to restrict advertising 
is recognized as radical and pioneering, and 
communicates a high value on children’s health.

Kline’s overall thesis in this book is that children’s 
special status as ‘vulnerable consumers in the 
risk society has made them canaries in the coal 
mine of twenty-first century lifestyle politics’.

Overall this is well-written book and easy to 
ready. The arguments are logical and well-
constructed, and Kline justifies his claims with 
references to the literature. I highly recommend 
this book. 

Stephen Kline is Professor of Communications, Simon 
Fraser University, BC, Canada

GUEST REVIEWER
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Kaye Mehta

Nothing beats the real thing:  
How copyright, creativity and  
citizenship shape our society 

Is it OK to copy this movie for a friend?’
‘Can I take this film clip and put it on my 
website?’ 
‘Downloading the latest film release to  
watch at home’s OK, right?’

These are questions that students face almost daily 
in today’s digital age. However, the answers they 
receive are not always accurate. Nothing beats 
the real thing is a multimodal online resource for 
investigating aspects of copyright and film and TV 
piracy in Australian secondary classrooms

For more details of resources and events, go to:

http://www.nothingbeatstherealthing.info/#overview
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ADVERTISING 
Hill, Jennifer A (2011)
Endangered childhoods: how 
consumerism is impacting child and 
youth identity.
Media Culture & Society, Vol. 33, No. 3, 
Pp347-362

Auger, N; et al (2011)
Children and youth perceive 
smoking messages in an unbranded 
advertisement from a NIKE marketing 
campaign: a cluster randomised 
controlled trial.
BMC Pediatrics, Vol. 11, Arch. 26

Nefat, A & Benazic, D (2011)
Parents’ perceptions of food advertising 
aimed at children on television: 
Exposure, influence and regulations.
Ekonomska istrazivanja, (Economic 
Research), Vol. 24, No. 1, Pp49-67

COMPUTERS & INTERNET
(May 2011)
New online program trains teachers in 
cybersafety.
acma news, No. 63, Pp3

Oakshot, G (2011)
Trapped on the Web.
About the House, No. 41, Pp36-39

Jachimiak, PH (2011)
Children and the Internet.
European Journal of Cultural Studies, Vol. 
14, No. 2, Pp243-245

Huang, XQ et al (2011)
Treatment of Internet addiction.
Current Psychiatry Reports, Vol. 12, No. 5, 
Pp462-470

Dempsey, AG et al (2011)
Has cybertechnology produced a new 
group of peer aggressors?
Cyberpsychology Behavior and Social 
Networking, Vol. 14, No. 5, Pp297-302

MEDIA EFFECTS - SOCIAL
Jolin, EM & Weller, RA (2011)
Television viewing and its impact on 
childhood behaviors.
Current Psychiatry Reports, Vol. 13, No. 2, 
Pp122-128

Halliwell, E; et al (2011)
Body dissatisfaction: Can a short media 
literacy message reduce negative media 
exposure effects amongst adolescent 
girls?
British Journal of Health Psychology, Vol. 16, 
Part 2, Pp396-403 

Veitch, J; et al (2011)
Is the neighbourhood environment 
associated with sedentary behaviour 

outside of school hours among 
children?
Annals of Behavioral Medicine, Vol. 41, No. 
3, Pp333-341

Kimbro, RT; et al (2011)
Young children in urban areas: Links 
among neighborhood characteristics, 
weight staus, outdoor play, and 
television watching.
Social Science & Medicine, Vol. 72, No. 5, 
Pp668-676

Pascoe, CJ  (2011)
Resource and risk: Youth sexuality and 
new media use.
Sexuality Research and Social Policy, Vol. 8, 
No. 1, Pp5-17

Subbotsky, E & Slater, E (2011)
Children’s discrimination of fantastic vs 
realistic visual displays after watching a 
film with magical content.
Perceptual and Motor Skills, Vol. 112, No. 2, 
Pp603-609

MEDIA EFFECTS - HEALTH
Gopinath, B et al (2011)
Influence of physical activity and screen 
time on the retinal microvasculature in 
young children.
Arteioscler Thromb Vasc Biol, Vol. 31, No. 5, 
Pp1233-1239

Hammond, DE et al (2011)
Growing minds: The relationship 
between parental attitudes toward their 
child’s outdoor recreation and their 
child’s health.
HortTechnology, Vol. 21, No. 2, Pp217-224

Jones, R; Wells, M et al (2011)
Is an online healthy lifestyles program 
acceptable for parents of preschool 
children.
Nutrition & Dietetics, Vol. 68, No. 2, Pp149-154

VIDEO GAMES
Wasterfors, David (2011)
Stretching capabilities: children with 
disabilities playing TV and computer 
games.
Disability & Society, Vol. 26, No. 3, Pp337-
349

Chory, RM & Goodboy, AK (2011)
Is basic personality related to violent 
and non-violent video game play and 
preferences?
Cyberpsychology Behavior and Social 
Networking, Vol. 14, No. 4, Pp191-198

Choliz, M & Marco, C (2011)
Pattern of use and dependence on video 
games in infancy and adolescence.
Anales de Psicologia, Vol. 27, No. 2, Pp418-
426

Blumberg, FC (2011)
Ramifications of video game play for 
academic learning and cognitive skill 
acquisition: Introduction.
Child Development Perspectives, Vol. 5, No. 
2, Pp73-74

Gentile, D (2011)
The multiple dimensions of video game 
effects.
Child Development Perspectives, Vol. 5, No. 
2, Pp75-81

Blumberg, FC & Altschuler, E (2011)
From the playroom to the classroom: 
Children’s views of video game play 
and academic learning.
Child Development Perspectives, Vol. 5, No. 
2, Pp99-103

Chaput, JP; et al  (2011)
Video game playing increases food 
intake in adolescents: a randomized 
crossover study.
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, Vol. 
93, No. 6, Pp1196-1203

VIOLENCE
Gentile, DA et al (2011)
Media violence associations with the 
form and function of aggression among 
elementary school children.
Social Development, Vol. 20, No. 2, Pp213-
232

Bailey, K; West, R; Anderson, CA (2011)
The association between chronic 
exposure to video game violence and 
effective picture processing: An ERP 
study.
Cognitive, Affective, & Behavioral 
Neuroscience, Vol. 11, No. 2, Pp259-276

Krahe, B & Moller, I (2011)
Links between self-reported media 
violence exposure and teacher ratings 
of aggression and prosocial behavior 
among German adolescents.
Journal of Adolescence, Vol. 34, No. 2, 
Pp279-287

More than Square Eyes?  
Children and the Media 

How can young people use social  
media without being at risk?

 
Monday, 5th September

2:00 pm to 4:30 pm
Bradley Forum - Hawke Building Level 5

UniSA City West Campus  
50-55 North Terrace, Adelaide

This event is FREE but for catering purposes
please REGISTER by emailing 

 lynette.kelly@unisa.edu.au by the 31st of August.
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Tagged warns teens
A short film developed by the Australian 
Communications and Media Authority’s 
Media Authority’s Cybersmart program, 
Tagged is a drama for Australian teenagers 
that explores cyberbullying, sexting, digital 
reputation and personal responsibility. 
These themes are crucial to maintaining 
positive online behaviour and experiences 
while growing into adulthood. Featuring a 
teenage cast, Tagged is aimed at an audience 
14 years old and over. 

The trailer for Tagged is now online at 
www.cybersmart.gov.au/Tagged.aspx in 
anticipation of the film’s online premiere 
on 23 September. 

For more information on the Cybersmart 
program, visit www.cybersmart.gov.au

Dance Academy nominated for  
international awards 
Dance Academy, the award winning  
Australian children’s television series cur-
rently screening on ABC1 and ABC3, has 
been nominated for Best Drama Series at 
the Seoul International Drama Awards 
2011.

Actress Xenia Goodwin (who plays the 
character of Tara Webster in the series) is 
also nominated for Best Actress.

The Seoul Drama Awards are highly re-
garded internationally with Dance Acade-
my and Xenia Goodwin competing against 
prime time drama series and actors from 
the US, Canada, Brazil, China and Ger-
many. 

The second series of Dance Academy is 
will launch on ABC3 in 2012.

Fame and Shame Awards
Nominations are beginning for the 2011 
Parents’ Jury Fame and Shame Awards.  
This a chance to use your voice and tell 
the Parents’ Jury what you think about the 
food marketing techniques used to target 
children.  The Parents’ Jury is an online 
network of parents, grandparents and 
carers who are interested in improving 
the food and activity environments of 
Australian children.

To nominate and vote in the Fame and 
Shame Awards, you need to be a member 
of the Parents’ Jury.  It’s free to join online 
and use your voice!   

In 2011, there are four award categories:

The Shame Award for Pester Power 
is given to the food marketing cam-
paign that members hate the most for 
encouraging children to nag for un-
healthy foods.
The Shame Award for Smoke and 
Mirrors is for the use of claims on chil-
dren’s foods that make an unhealthy 
product appear healthier than it is.
The Shame Award for Bad Sport is 
awarded to a sports association, team 
or athlete that promotes unhealthy 
food and drinks to children.
The Fame Award for Parents’ Choice 
congratulates the food marketing cam-
paign that promotes healthy eating to 
children in a fun and appealing way.

Voting will take place in October 2011

For more information about The Parents 
Jury and the Fame and Shame Awards, go 
to:

http://www.parentsjury.org.au
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WORLD NEWS KIDS’ TV

A selection of children’s programs 
screened on TV during the period

ABC 1 (afternoon programs only)
Play School; Olivia; Little Kingdom; 
The Mr Men Show; Gawayn; Mona the 
Vampire; Bernard; Young Dracula.
ABC 2
Pingu; Inuk; Pororo the Little Penguin; 
Tinga Tinga Tales; Mopatop’s Shop; 
Bookaboo; Bananas in Pyjamas; 
Sesame Street; Play School; Kingdom of 
Parimithi; Baby Antonio’s Circus; Hana’s 
Helpline; Igam Ogam; Hooray for Huckle!
ABC 3
Go Lingo!; Backyard Science; BTN 
Extra; In Real Life; Spliced!; The Latest 
Buzz; Connor Undercover; The Jungle 
Book; Kid vs Kat; Deltora Quest; Horrible 
Histories; Trapped; Sumo Mouse.
SEVEN
Sea Princesses; It’s Academic; Toybox; 
Spit it Out; Castaway; Legend of Enyo.
NINE
Hi-5; Dora the Explorer; Kids WB; Ben 
10; Wakkaville; The Saddle Club.
TEN
Toally Wild; Wurrawhy; Scope; The 
Elephant Princess; Me and my Monsters.
NICKELODEON
Ruby Gloom; Fanboy and Chum Chum; 
The Fairly Odd Parents; Drake & Josh;
Neds Declassified; Victorious; True 
Jackson VP; Back at the Barnyard; Big 
Time Rush; Zoey 101; The Troop; Hey 
Arnold!; Rocko’s Modern Life; Shaun 
the Sheep; iCarly; The Penguins of 
Madagascar; SpongeBob SquarePants.
DISNEY CHANNEL
Cory in the House; Sonny with a 
Chance; Wizards of Waverly Place; As 
the Bell Rings; That’s so Raven; Zeke 
and Luther; Phineas and Ferb; Oscar’s 
Oasis; Good Luck Charlie; Kim Possible.


